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To consider a proposal to make UG-SAC a platform for coordination amongst 

different student bodies. 

                                                  Proposed by: 

 Parteek, Senator, BT/BS Y20 

Maryam Khan, Convener, UG-SAC 

         Seconded by: 

Ghulam Farooqui, Chief Secretary, President’s Office 

  

  

1. Motivation: - 

Many knowledgeable and entertaining sessions are conducted frequently by various 

clubs, societies, cells and other student bodies in IITK. This is an excellent sign for 

the Students’ Gymkhana as a whole but at the same time brings with it a problem of 

effective scheduling, i.e., minimising clashes. 

The situation gets aggravated highly during peak months (after gymkhana 

orientation, i.e., when introductory sessions of each club start individually, around 

freshers’ and then in summer workshops etc.) This becomes a significant issue for 

both the organisers as well as attendees.  

Let’s say, in introductory sessions, a club would obviously want more and more 

students to attend the session so that they can reach out to maximum students and 
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give them an opening to the club. At the same time, students also want to explore 

the most and hence look towards attending introductory sessions of all the clubs they 

feel interested in.  

We agree that most clashes inside a council are usually taken care of easily, but the 

problem that is not easy to adhere to is of clashes between clubs of different councils, 

one because clubs typically do not know what is happening in other clubs and two, 

because it is not possible for GenSecs to even talk about each clash with other 

GenSecs for all club-level events. Thus, a dire need for effective coordination is felt 

that will not just sort things out for the attendee students but also help the organisers 

find the perfect timings that suit them as well as their target audience.  

  

2. Proposed Solution: - 

Existing entity as the solution: 

 The most plausible solution to this problem would be to make an entity that has 

representatives of most of these bodies as members, in charge of this coordination 

activity. UG-SAC happens to be suitable for the same. UG-SAC comprises of all 

four GenSecs as ex-officio members as well as the senators of all batches (to 

represent interests of their batch); Above that, the representatives of Counselling 

Service and SPO are special invitees to the meets of UG-SAC. We propose that UG-

SAC be considered a platform for coordination and regulating body for scheduling 

purposes.  

Plan of implementation: 

• UG-SAC will maintain a dynamic google calendar in which the schedule of 

all the activities will be kept.  

• The clubs can get the timings of their events listed either via the council 
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representatives or by directly getting the edit access, as preferred by the 

GenSecs. 

• As UG-SAC comprises of senators from each batch, batch interests can also 

be taken care upon wherein the members of UG-SAC can directly contact the 

respective clubs if a major quiz or something is very close to the event while 

taking action upon the same would be solely dependent on the club/organiser 

itself.  

• No club shall be held accountable for any tentative dates that they propose. 

Note: This document is just to plan the best possible way ahead. 

Benefits: 

• Higher chances of students getting to participate in maximum events 

• Higher participation for the club events 

• A centralised schedule giving each organiser a fair idea of other events, thus 

helping them choose a slot where their target audience would be available. 

• Reference for planning of events in the next years: Since this calendar would 

entail all club-level events, it can be helpful as a view-only document in the 

future, as well as for the preparation of the Gymkhana calendar. 

Future considerations: 

• Involvement of PG-SAC: It's agreed that UG-SAC doesn’t have 

representation of PG members, but for now, we’d like to have this as a trial in 

UG-SAC (till the end of introductory sessions of clubs that will take place 

after Gymkhana orientation for the incoming UG Y21 batch), and if the results 

are fruitful enough, PG-SAC can also be involved in the same. 

 


